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BACKGROUND

METHOD: CROSS-SECTIONAL STUDY (N=478)

RESULTS

To explore the demographics of online health
information –seeking parents
To identify the relationship between the
demographics and the online sources

Purposive sampling of Parents  of 
acutely-ill children seeking online 
health information before 
consulting with doctors.
Two primary health centers in 
West Jakarta.

Self-administered questionnaire
3 sections: demographics, types 
of health information sought, 
online sources to be informed as 
to reason for consultation.

Chi-Square test for determining the 
relationship between parents’demographics

and online sources

Indonesia is among the countries worldwide with the highest number 
of internet users  (185 million active internet users).1

Internet-resourced health information navigation becomes increasingly 
common among parents prior to doctor consultation.2

The content quality of digital sources vary, and many parents lack 
confidence in using online information to make health decisions.3,4

It remain unclear as to the most searched digital platforms and type of 
online health information in the context of Indonesian parents.
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Google was the most  consulted digital 
media followed by healthcare websites.
Social networking sites (e.g. Instagram) 
were rated less suitable by parents for 
searching health information.

Of 478 respondents, the majority were mothers 
(60.2%), aged 26-35 years (57.7%), high-school 
graduates (64.9%) and had ≤ 2 children (70.7%)
Most common child presenting complaints: 
respiratory-related problems.

The Most Searched Information Types

No parental demographics significantly 
predicted the selection of  online sources

A range of disease-related basic 
information is used by parents to be 

informed. Link between parents’ 
characteristics and digital sources 

could not be determined.
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